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From the President 
Dear GLACUHO Family – 
“Hold tight to the present moment, as time goes too fast.”  I 
have been told this a number of times, especially being a 
father.  This statement is so important for us to remember 
not only personally, but also professionally.  We live 
in a society of instant gratification and the answer to 
any question is just one Siri ask or one click away.  As 
professionals, I sometimes wonder if we are focusing 
too much on the future and in turn missing out on 
opportunities to be more present and more engaged in the 
journey of our students. 
As we prepare for the annual conference, I find myself 
working quickly to check items off my long to do list.  I 
also find myself trying to estimate how long the bed time 
routine will take with my daughter Annie so I can gauge 
how  long before I am able to return to my evening work of 
reviewing publications and scripts for GLACUHO. 
When I pause for a moment, I think to myself - which of 
these will have a greater impact?  Spending more quality 
time with my daughter or reviewing something that is 
pressing? The answer is simple to me – take time to engage 
thoughtfully in the process – there’s always more work 

to be done than time allows and the work that is waiting will still be there tomorrow.  I think as practitioners we 
should reflect on this example and answer the question ourselves, but regarding our students and our daily work.  
Are we thoughtfully engaged with our students, especially during instances that may seem routine; roommate 
conflicts, academic uncertainty, and personal crises? Are we seeing these moments as a process to work through 
to get to the next item on our list?  Are we wishing these moments of potential depth and discovery away because 
they feel taxing or inconvenient? I encourage all of us to stop and reflect on how we experience our work and the 
unintentional impact it has on our students.
As we each work to be more intentional and thoughtful, how are you preparing to get the most out of the annual 
conference?  Are you designing your conference experience to better prepare you to work with our students?  
Have you signed up for the case study?  Do you plan to attend your State Meeting?  As you approach the annual 
conference, I encourage you to review our program slate and determine what you want to attend and what you 
want to learn. Honestly reflect on areas for growth with your colleagues and supervisor – have a plan for moving 
yourself forward professionally.  Get involved in the election process by reviewing information about the candidates 
running for President-Elect and Secretary – prepare a question to ask them during the board meeting.  All of this 
information can be found on our website.
This past year, the Strategic Planning task force worked to ensure our association is being intentional and focusing 
on the moment.  With their hard work and the Board of Directors unanimous vote to approve, we have a strategic 
plan which will guide our association into 2020. I look forward to you reading the plan which will be online in the 
coming days. 
I would be remiss if I did not take a second to thank you all for giving me the great opportunity of serving as your 
president.  This past year has reminded me of why this organization is a professional home to so many and I have 
been truly blessed to be a part of it.   
I look forward to seeing each of you at our annual conference in a few short days.  

Sincerely –  
Joshua D. Lawrie, Ph.D. 
GLACUHO President
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Board Member Spotlight:  Aramis Watson 
BY EMILEE BRUNER  |  RIVERFRONT RESIDENCE HALL

BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE & MARKETING COMMITTEE

Meet Aramis Watson, the Assistant Director of 
Residence Life at The Ohio State University. Aramis 
received her Bachelor’s degree in Psychology from 
the University of Kansas and her Master’s in Higher 
Education from Arizona State University. In her spare 
time she enjoys being crafty! She spends a lot of time in 
the kitchen cooking and baking. On Sunday’s she enjoys 
trying new recipes or perfecting family favorites. If she’s 
not doing one of those things, she is most happy with a 
great cup of coffee and a book curled up on the couch. 
 
Can you tell me a little bit about your current 
GLACUHO position, and what you like about it?
I am the current Campus Safety Crisis Management 
Chair. I work with the committee to educate and provide 
resources for the region on this topic. Although no 
one truly enjoys crisis, I am passionate about sharing 
knowledge on this topic and working with others that 
are wanting to gain knowledge on this topic. 

How did you get involved in GLACUHO?
I was first involved in the region when I was a complex 
director at Western Illinois University. It was a great 
experience being a part of the inclusion and equity 
committee and attending Camp T. When I returned 
to the region a few years later the opportunity to apply 
for the CSCM committee chair during the summer 
occurred. I was excited about the opportunity to 
become involved again. This has been a great chance 
to reconnect with a great professional development 
opportunity. 

What is your favorite GLACUHO memory?
I have always enjoyed our annual conferences. They 
are packed with informative program sessions and 
networking opportunities.  One of my favorite 
memories was my 2nd GLACUHO conference several 
years back. I wrote an award nomination for my grad 
and she won. Unknown to me my department has 
written an entry level award nomination for me which 
was presented to me a few minutes after my grad 
winning. It was a special time for both of us.   

What advice would you give to someone who is 
looking to get more involved in the organization?
There are so many professional development 
opportunities within GLAUCHO that there are truly 
something for everyone. I would encourage you to find 
your passion and place within the region and take a 
leap and get involved. 
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Member Spotlight:  Danielle Merri l l
BY BRI COOPER |  UNIVERSITY OF ILL INOIS AT CHICAGO

BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE & MARKETING COMMITTEE

Meet Danielle Merrill the Community Director  of McDonel 
Hall in the Department of Residence Education and Housing 
Services at Michigan State University

Why did you enter the housing profession and what keeps you 
in it? 

Becoming a resident assistant is where I found my home when 
I was in college, and getting hired was also the make or break 
moment in my college career. I wasn’t sure that college was the 
right place for me, but the getting hired was the motivation that I 
needed to return and in fact it was the only reason I returned to 
college after my first year. The opportunities that I have had since 
the RA position have allowed me to help students like myself find 
their place and success in college and it is what keeps me here. 

What accomplishment in the past year are you most proud of? 

Something I am very proud of in the past year is working with the 
Illinois State Resident Assistant Association (ISRAA). When I was 
am RA I was not involved in anything other than hall council, and 
didn’t really know much about the world of student conferences. 
When I began my role at Illinois State University I volunteered 
to advise the department’s delegation for the ISRAA Annual 
Conference. Two years after that I had the opportunity to advise a 
group of students as we hosted the conference from start to finish 
in a little over a month.  I was so proud of what the staff were able 
to accomplish in order to coordinate such a successful conference. 

This past year, I was able to help co-host the conference and 
transition the organization to a new group of students at Western 
Illinois University who have taken the organization and are 
running with it, developing and adding structure to make ISRAA 
everything that is can be. 

Outside of housing what is a passion area of yours, and how do 
you find ways to bring it into the work that you do?

One of my areas of passion is service. Finding ways to give back 
and pay it forward have always been really important to me. I 
try to work it in to whatever I am a part of - whether it’s working 
with students to fundraise for an organization, going out into the 
community or just practicing pay it forward initiatives with my 
staff and campus partners. 

Can you tell us about a moment that you believe was really 
impactful in your career? 

One of the most impactful moments in my career was the 
graduation of one of my RAs. During my first semester as a full 
time professional I had to release an RA from the position because 
their GPA fell below the requirement. Not only was this the first 
person I ever had to let go, but they were a good RA and very 
passionate about the role. I made them a promise that if they got 
their grades back up I would do everything I could to hire them 
back. We met often and after two years and a lot of hard work, 
they got their grades up high enough to be able to return to the 
RA role. A year and half later on their graduation day, and their 
last day as RA, they handed me their graduation cap; on it was 
written “Without you this would not be possible.” That was the 
moment that everything came full circle and reminded me that 
what we do every day matters. 

In true student affairs style – what is a fun fact about you that 
you would like to share with GLACUHO? 

Oh geez! In true student affairs fashion I am horrible with fun 
facts, so I will go with an embarrassing/guilty pleasure and a 
random fact! I have watched the entire series of Dawson’s Creek 
multiple times, to the point where I recognize when they use the 
shooting locations on other shows. I know, it’s a problem. And a 
random fact is that I don’t like cilantro, actually I hate it. I wish I 
could experience what it tastes like to people that enjoy it, because 
Chipotle seems like a good time but they infuse their air with 
cilantro, so it just doesn’t work for me. 
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Member Spotlight:  Quianna Stone
BY BRI COOPER |  UNIVERSITY OF ILL INOIS AT CHICAGO

BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE & MARKETING COMMITTEE

Meet Quiana Stone the Associate Director for Selection and 
Training at DePaul University

Why did you enter the housing profession and what keeps you 
in it?

I entered the housing profession because I enjoy being a part of 
a student’s story and developing young professionals. We have 
the great opportunity to be servant leaders and help students 
develop and grow outside of the classroom. I also enjoy helping 
young professionals develop who they are, their brand, and 
what experience they want to provide to their students. I always 
share with my staff that they are a part of history. It may not be 
something that is written in the history books, but with the work 
that we do and experiences we provide, we have the ability to 
impact lives and provide lessons/experiences for  people that will 
stay with them forever. It is a privilege and humbling experience to 
know that and that keeps me in the profession for the long haul. 

What accomplishment in the past year are you most proud of? 

I am most proud of the successes and accomplishments of 
the resident directors that I supervise. Each of them set goals 
at the beginning on the year and I can proudly say that they 
accomplished everything that they set out to do. This past year, 
one of my RDs attended their first GLACUHO as a full-time 
professional, one RD was recognized on our campus with a 

Chancellor’s Award for Outstanding New Professional, one RD 
created new campus partnerships that lead to an opportunity 
to work on an institutional research project, and one of my RDs 
successfully completed a job search and attained a higher level 
position within student affairs.  For each RD I was proud to be 
there to challenge, support, and cheer them on as they reached 
their goals. 

Outside of housing what is a passion area of yours, and how do 
you find ways to bring it into the work that you do? 

A passion area of mine is working with the Black Student Affairs 
Professionals (#BLKSAP) Group that I helped co-create within 
GLACUHO in 3 years ago while serving as the Contemporary 
Issues Chair where our President’s focus was the recruitment and 
retention of staff of color to the housing profession. Since my time 
on the board, BLKSAP has expanded beyond a Twitter hashtag 
and Twitter handle to a group on Facebook with over 5,500 
members. Everyday professionals within student affairs share 
articles, resources, seek advice, share job opportunities on our jobs 
board, and celebrate accomplishments within the group. It has 
become a space within social media where people can find support 
and seek advice from wide range of Black professionals and 
professionals of color not only within housing, but within student 
affairs. We have had the opportunity to host meetups around 
the country during the conference season and we are looking to 
expand opportunities for growth and professional development.  
I am able to tie those lessons and information shared from 
the group with my staff on a regular basis. I love that I get the 
opportunity to share my knowledge and expertise but also learn 
from colleagues in an informal way from around the country.  
I am also excited that GLACUHO continues to be a sponsor 
of BLKSAP initiatives like the annual BLKSAP lunch meetup 
that happens during the conference.  Delegates meet, exchange 
business cards, and discuss hot topics or seek advice over lunch 
with other seasoned staff of color at the conference. By serving on 
the Programming and Development Committee I get to continue 
to work at coordinating the GLACUHO BLKSAP lunch which is 
exciting to me. 

Can you tell us about a moment that you believe was really 
impactful in your career? 

An impactful moment in my career was working for the late 
Danyale Ellis. Danyale was a vibrant young student affairs housing 
professional who served as my supervisor during my first year of 
graduate school at Indiana University – Bloomington. During my 
first year as a graduate student, an Assistant Resident Director 
position (Graduate Supervisor as they were called at IUB) opened 
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up and Danyale hired me to take on the position. During that year, 
Danyale pushed and challenged me in ways that I had not been 
challenged before. She taught what it meant to be a servant leader, 
how to effectively use my voice, overcome the continued obstacles 
I faced as a first generation college student, and navigate the field 
as a woman of color. Sadly, Danyale’s life was cut short as she 
passed away in December of 2010. While I miss her everyday day, 
her lessons stay with me and can be seen in the work that I do. An 
example of one of Danyale’s lessons is her 10 Emotions of Power 
that she referred to often which are: 

• Love-warmth

• Appreciation/Gratitude

• Curiosity 

• Excitement-Passion

• Determination

• Flexibility

• Confidence

• Cheerfulness

• Vitality

• Contributions

In true student affairs style – what is a fun fact about you, that 
you would like to share with GLACUHO? 

A fun fact is that I love to sing (mostly contemporary gospel).  This 
past year, I had the honor of  singing  the national anthem for 
several of the athletic sporting events at UIC. The most memorable 
was singing for our Women’s Basketball Team where they celebrated 
and recognized breast cancer survivors and women in the 
community making a difference in the lives of those who have been 
impacted by breast cancer. I also love good TV shows. I enjoy ALL 
Shonda Rhimes shows, Empire, and Once Upon a Time. Hulu on 
the weekends is my BFF! 

Do you have a Twitter handle you’d like to share with 
GLACUHO? 

@Quiana09

MLI Reflection
BY MEREDITH DIXON  -   |  OHIO WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY

GLACUHO’S Mid-Level Institute was an extremely valuable opportunity and I am thrilled to have been 
chosen as a participant. Going into the institute, I was looking forward to connecting not only with my faculty 
mentor, but with other mid-level professionals who were experiencing the same joys and challenges as me. By the 
end of the institute, I was feeling energized and excited to put my new skills in to action.

The faculty-led sessions covered a variety of topics: career progression, change management and more. The 
schedule was as if every topic was based on the things I encounter every day at work! The faculty was incredibly 
knowledgeable about their subject areas. I found it especially appealing that the sessions included information and 
skills for use in our current roles, but also knowledge we can use as our careers progress.  Small group and one-on-
one sessions with my mentor allowed me to reflect on the information and better understand how it could be used 
moving forward.

The knowledge and experiences shared by the faculty were valuable, and connections made with other 
participants were what made it such a memorable experience. Coming from a small university where I am the only 
mid-level manager, it was great to be able to share stories, challenges, and achievements with others in similar roles. 

Since leaving MLI, I have put the knowledge I gained into use in practical ways:  adapting my supervisory 
style, taking time to reflect on campus politics, and gauging how to appropriately respond to challenges. I look 
forward to continuing to put this information in to practice.  I am thankful to know that I have a mentor who 
is invested in my future and I am able to connect with as I continue my career. I am so appreciative that as an 
organization GLACUHO made this commitment to help further the development of mid-level professionals!
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JOB SEARCH & 
EXCHANGE 
INFORMATION 

OSHKOSH PLACEMENT 
EXCHANGE 

Gruenhagen Conference Center 
208 Osceola St, Oshkosh, WI 54901 
Typically End of February.  
Typically a 2.5 day event. 
https://www.theope.org  

SOUTHERN PLACEMENT  
CENTER 

On behalf of SACSA, SEAHO & 
SWACUHO 
Holiday Inn and Fogelman Executive 
Center at the University of Memphis  
330 Innovation Dr #206, Memphis, TN 
38152 
Typically Early February.  
Typically a 1 day event. 
http://southernplacement.org  

MID-ATLANTIC 
PLACEMENT 

CONFERENCE 
On behalf of MACUHO 
Location rotates.  
Typically Early/Mid-March.  
Typically a 2 day event. 
https://macuho.site-ym.com  

WESTERN NEW YORK 
PLACEMENT EXCHANGE 

On behalf of NEACUHO & CSPA-NYS 
Location rotates.  
Typically Early March.  
Typically a 1 day event. 
https://www.rit.edu/studentaffairs/wn
ype/  

ACPA STUDENT AFFAIRS 
VIRTUAL CAREER FAIR 

On behalf of ACPA 
Virtual location.  
Typically Mid-February.  
Typically a 1 day event. 
https://www.careereco.com/Fair/Eve
ntDetails?fairId=20b76993-f895-4ea2-
a99e-a3c1000f1ca3   

NEW ENGLAND STUDENT 
AFFAIRS PLACEMENT 

CONFERENCE 
Location rotates. 
Typically Mid/Late May.  
Typically a 2 day event. 
https://sites.google.com/a/bacha.or
g/nesapc/home   

SEAHO PLACEMENT 
On behalf of SEAHO 
Location rotates. 
Typically Mid/Late-February.  
Typically a 2.5 day event. 
http://www.seaho.org/networking  

ACPA CAREER CENTRAL 
On behalf of ACPA 
Virtual location which is year-round.  
Location rotates. 
Typically a 4 day event. 
http://www.myacpa.org/career-
central  

JOB SEARCH  
ONLINE RESOURCES 

 
AIMHO Website: 
http://www.aimho.org/networking/  
 
NWACUHO Website: 
http://nwacuho.org/membership/get
-connected/jobs/ 
 
GLACUHO Website: 
http://www.glacuho.org/networking/
opening_search.asp 
 
MACUHO Website: 
http://www.macuho.org/networking/ 
 
UMR-ACUHO Website: 
http://www.umr-
acuho.org/careers.php 
 
WACUHO Website: 
http://wacuho.org/jobsurf/ 
 
StudentAffairs.com Website: 
http://jobs.studentaffairs.com 
 
HigherEdJobs.com Website: 
https://www.higheredjobs.com/defa
ult.cfm 
 
Academic360 Website: 
http://www.academic360.com/ 
 
The Chronicle of Higher 
Education Website: 
https://chroniclevitae.com/job_searc
h/new?cid=chenav  

https://www.theope.org/
https://www.rit.edu/studentaffairs/wnype/
http://www.aimho.org/networking/
http://nwacuho.org/membership/get-connected/jobs/
https://www.careereco.com/Fair/EventDetails?fairId=20b76993-f895-4ea2-a99e-a3c1000f1ca3
http://southernplacement.org/
https://macuho.site-ym.com/
https://sites.google.com/a/bacha.org/nesapc/home
http://www.seaho.org/networking
https://chroniclevitae.com/job_search/new?cid=chenav
https://www.higheredjobs.com/default.cfm
http://www.myacpa.org/career-central
http://www.umr-acuho.org/careers.php
http://wacuho.org/jobsurf/
http://jobs.studentaffairs.com/
http://www.macuho.org/networking/
http://www.glacuho.org/networking/opening_search.asp
http://www.academic360.com/
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University Spotlight 
Valparaiso University  -  Valparaiso, IN 

SUBMITTED BY RYAN BYE |  VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY

EDITED BY KYLE HOVEST |  INDIANA UNIVERSITY 
 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE & 
MARKETING COMMITTEE

Description of the Student Population

At Valparaiso University our students are committed to the mission that we are all in a common 
pursuit of truth. What that truth is, is up for debate and is meant to be discussed among all members 
of the community.  That brings me to the next great description of the student population at Valparaiso 
University. Many of our students strongly believe and buy-into the community that is offered at this 
institution. They are proud and care deeply for this place they call home.

Description of Housing / Residential Life Department

The Residential Life department is a close-knit group of 8 full-time Residential Learning 
Coordinators, 1 Assistant Director, and our Assistant Dean of Students who oversees all of Residential 
Life. Our office works extremely close with other departments in student affairs through a variety of 
collateral roles. Residential Life is woven into the fabric of the university. There is a three-year live-
on requirement at the university so most students have experience living on-campus and appreciate 
their time with our office. Our office has continually found ways to improve our practices with our 
curriculum, housing software, and the programs we offer. 

Interesting Facts about the Institution

Valparaiso University boasts one of the most beautiful chapels on a university campus in the 
nation. 

Quick Facts:
Number of Students Enrolled: 4,000 
Number of Beds: 2,100 
School Colors: Brown & Gold School 
School Mascot: Crusader
Institution Type: Crusader 

https://www.glacuho.org/?spotlight_school
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University Spotlight 
Grand Valley State University -  Allendale,  MI

Description of the Student Population

GVSU’s student population is made up of approximately 22,000 undergraduate students, plus over 
3,000 graduate students, who participate in 122 different degrees. While most Lakers come from the 
state of Michigan and Chicago area, the student population has representation from all 50 states and 
78 different countries. The atmosphere at Grand Valley is that of a smaller institution, with the average 
class size being 27 students to 1 faculty member. Most students will participate in one of over 400 
student organizations and/or one of our 4,000+ study abroad programs. 

Description of Housing / Residential Life Department

The Residence Life program at Grand Valley State University provides students with an 
opportunity to live independently in a supportive environment. The design of our residential 
communities is intentional, promoting community and campus involvement, and also contributing 
to friendships that will last a lifetime. Our staff focuses on the development of our residents, helping 
them become contributing members of a global society. We partner with every department on campus 
to create a social, inclusive, and academic atmosphere; this includes our six unique Living Learning 
Communities, health and wellness programs, and dining options.

The department of Housing and Residence Life at Grand Valley State University is comprised of 
over 110 Resident Assistants, 80 Student Employees, 5 full-time Support Staff members, a Marketing 
Coordinator, a Facilities Manager, an Occupancy Manager, a Camps and Conferences Manager, 13 
Graduate Assistants, 11 full-time Living Center Directors, 5 Assistant Directors, 3 Associate Directors, 
and our Director and Associate Dean of Students.   

Interesting Facts about the Institution

•  Is a NCAA Division II institution. 

•  Has over 100,000 alumni. 

•  Over 4,000 students attend our “President’s Ball” dance every year. 

• Our triple-bottom-line sustainability initiatives are part of our vision and values and guides our 
strategic plan.

Quick Facts:
Number of Students: 23,325
Number of Beds: 6,100
School Colors: Blue, Black, & White
School Mascot: Louie the Laker (Lakers) 
Institution Type: Public

SUBMITTED BY DEXTER EARNEY |  GRAND VALLEY STATE 

UNIVERSITYEDITED BY KYLE HOVEST |  INDIANA UNIVERSITY  
 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE &  
MARKETING COMMITTEE

https://www.glacuho.org/?spotlight_school


GVSU Living Centers
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You do not have to be 
an avid writer, just 

someone passionate 
and willing to share 
your experiences in 

Student Affairs. 
 

Find out how to 
submit articles and 

make a difference in 
the GLACUHO region! 

 
for more info, contact 

trends@glacuho.org 
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It is with great excitement and enthusiasm that we announce the Contemporary Issues Expert (CIE) for 
the 2015 Annual Conference in Flint, MI. Please join me in welcoming Judy Mause, recently of the University of 
Cincinnati, as this year’s CIE. Ms. Mause was selected from a wide pool of experts due to her knowledge of First-
Generation college students and experiences of working within the GLACUHO region.

Judy Mause has recently retired from the University of Cincinnati after serving in a variety of capacities for 
the last 8 academic years. Most recently, Ms. Mause served as the Director and Program Coordinator of the Gen-1 
Theme House. Within her role, Judy developed and implemented a residential support program for first-generation 
students. Judy’s dedication for the first-generation college student is also exemplified in her role as an adjunct 
instructor of a first-year experience seminar in congruence with her Theme House role. Ms. Mause’s reach of 
developing academic, organizational, and time management skills is a focal point of her approach in working with 
first-generation students.

Having worked as a facilitator, teacher, instructor, writing coach, and editor, Ms. Judy Mause has imparted 
wisdom on young adults for the past thirty-plus years. Developing and incorporating data-driven material such 
as “best practices,” strategic informational and technical reading courses, and curriculum implementation, Judy 
influenced secondary education practices to better support teachers and students.

Creating a program that was locally and nationally recognized, Judy Mause was honored with The Making 
a Difference Award for her innovation of the Gen-1 Theme House. The House was featured and highlighted by a 
number of national news outlets.

The Contemporary Issues Expert is selected each year to provide insight and direction at the Annual 
Conference. During our time in Flint, Judy plans to give the annual CIE address during a our large general 
session, serve as a Case Study judge, and present a follow-up session on First-Generation college students during 
a programming session on Tuesday. Our hope in continuing the tradition of the CIE is to allow our delegates to 
absorb information, ask questions, and connect with an expert on the topic of First-Generation students.

It is with great pleasure that the Contemporary Issues Committee, with the support of the GLACUHO Board, 
identify and welcome Judy Mause as the 2015 Contemporary Issues Expert.



The Facilities & Operations Committee 
wants to remind you and your upcoming summer conference program about a
suggested timeline for your conferences program.  If you institution is looking at expanding to 
a summer conferences format the information below is a great resource to begin your 
conference experience.  Contact a representative from the committee for more information!  

FEBRUA
RY 

o Post, interview, and hire ACUHO-I intern
o Finalize contracts & schedule space
o Hire & market summer staff

M
A

RC
H o Contracts should be returned

o Hire & market  student summer staff
o Have ACUHO-I grad help interview

JA
N

UA
RY

 

o Submit to have an ACUHO-I Intern
o Contracts out to your summer patrons

A
PRIL 

o Market for following years new contracts
o Look at master housing plan and or

anticipated housing changes
o Bring in pro staff training and guidance

for summer assignments
o Prep your summer housing buildings and

meet with facilities/housekeeping to
plan for their summer schedule

o Finalize your linen schedule and look at
agreement

o Finalize summer schedule with
facilities/housing and diningM

A
Y 

o Training staff students and or grad
o Implementation of your summer

program should begin and run a 10
week course

o Key audit and card audit with closing
o Flip all rooms that will be used for

conferences after hall closing

JUN
E 

o CONFERENCES ARE IN FULL SWING!
o Meeting and evaluating and assessment
o Prep and finalize fiscal year divide up

fiscal year and billing and hotel tax

SE
PT

EM
BE

R-
 

DE
C

EM
BE

R 

o Hold dates for returning camps
o Marketing out again for potential

camps
o Review in September day camps w

athletics
o Feedback and debrief with

constituents
o Cost benefit analysis

DEC
EM

BER 

o Post ACUHO-I Position at http://
www.acuho-i.org/network/career/
internship?portalid=0 

JU
LY

 o CONFERENCES ARE IN FULL SWING!
o Schedule and prepare for student staff

that cannot work remainder of summer

A
UG

UST 

o Close out cleaning & audit keys & cards
o Appreciation of summer help & staff

GLACUHO Facilities & Operations Committee 

http://www.acuho-i.org/network/career/internship?portalid=0
http://www.acuho-i.org/network/career/internship?portalid=0
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The GLACUHO Board of Directors is currently seeking housing officers in the states of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, 
and Ohio to serve on one of the GLACUHO committees.
In order to serve the Association as a committee member, you must be able to fulfill the following expectations. 
Please complete the checklist below as you consider serving in this capacity:
• Correspond with committee chair on a regular basis (no less than monthly basis).
• Attend the Winter Meeting at Camp Tecumseh, February 14–15, 2016 (GLACUHO covers the cost for meals 

and lodging on site).
• Attend any additional meeting(s) such as monthly committee meetings (via GoToMeeting).
• Accept and complete any assignments to meet the goals of the committee and GLACUHO.
• Gain immediate supervisor’s and institutional approval to serve prior to submitting an  application.

Click here to apply

We are excited to announce the following appointments to the 2015-2016 GLACUHO Board of Directors:
• Jess Robinson, Indiana State University, Campus Safety and Crisis Management Chair
• Laura Williams, Lake Forest College, Programming and Development Assistant Chair
• Tiffany Gonzales, Northwestern University, Contemporary Issues Chair
• Dexter Earney, Grand Valley State University, Communications and Marketing Chair
• Kimberly Hardaway, Purdue University, Facility and Operations Chair
• Carianne Meng, Denison University, Health and Wellness Chair

Additionally, the following two appointments will shadow and learn the specific details about their roles during the 
2015-2016 year and will begin in an official capacity at the 2016 Annual Conference:
• Jeremy Alexander, Eastern Illinois University, Technology Coordinator
• Zac Birch, Purdue University, Exhibitor Liaison

We extend our congratulations and a warm welcome to our new board members.

Appointed Board Members for 2015-2016 
Announced

Committee Member Involvement

https://www.glacuho.org/?Committee_Info
https://www.glacuho.org/?Committee_Info
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Family connections are a strong influence on many of us who work in the field of student affairs. This edition 
of our Lifestyle feature focuses on the thoughts of two professionals in our region and the influences parenting 
and family have had on their experience in the field. 

LifestyLe section
BY REXANN WHORTON  |  LAKE FOREST COLLEGE AND  RYAN BYE |  VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY

BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE & MARKETING COMMITTEE

Describing what we do in the housing profession to our family members can be challenging.  “What is a 
hall director?  You live with college kids?! Didn’t you graduate a few years ago?” When I was in college as an 
undergraduate my family saw my RA job as a way to pay for room and board.  When I became a hall director, it 
was a way to pay for graduate school.  When I became an assistant director, I believe they thought it was a phase I 
was going through to get to my real career.  Now some 25 years later, I think they have realized I have no intention 
of leaving the field and because they can see the field through the eyes of my niece and daughter, they are gaining a 
new perspective.  

Our Profession through the Eyes of Others
By Laurie Berry  | University of Southern Indiana
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Before Michael J. Fox was on the Good Wife, he was part of a popular show called Spin City.  In that show he 

played the assistant mayor of New York City.  One day when I was trying to explain to my Mom what I was doing 
in my job as an assistant director of housing at the time, I ended up telling her I was like Michael J. Fox’s character 
on the show if NYC was a department of housing, I was the deputy mayor.  After that conversation, Mom seemed to 
have a better grasp of what I did.  On campus housing as a small city made sense to her.  I had found a way to share 
what I did and have it connect with people.

Growing up with a parent in student affairs can be interesting.  One of my daughter’s earliest memories of a 
program that she shared with her preschool class was related to homeless awareness.  Of course, as a 4 and half year 
old, she recounted to her teacher that she “got to spend the night in a box outside with Mom and friends.”  That 
next evening, I got a phone call from her teacher concerned about what she shared.  I don’t recall main of the details 
of the conversation, but I am certain I likely made reference it being an educational opportunity that I wanted to 
expose her to in a controlled environment as I sweated bullets hoping the next call the teacher made was not to 
child services.  Another time when she was five, Kathryn got to come to “RA Camp” as she called it.  It was our 
off-site team building field trip to Touch of Nature.  We stayed in air conditioned cabins where she learned about 
skits, outdoor showers, and making friends with her “RA kids.”  There were many RA banquets including one where 
she was determined to help me pass out the award to her “RA brothers and sisters.”  She also became a regular 
“recruiter” at our orientation and Southern Hospitality days.  At first it was about meeting new people and passing 
out swag and as she got older it was about seeing staff friends and visiting Starbucks between sessions.  

There were many times over the years (she is now almost 17) when she interviewed me or wrote papers 
about what her parents did that offered glimpses into her processing of what she saw as my career.  My spouse is 
a profession photographer so it was a bit easier for her to explain what he did.  Sometimes I was a “party planner”, 
“field trip coordinator”, “principal”, “fix it person” and “mayor” which often coincided with my work in training, 
conduct, facilities and as director.  When I got my cell phone many years ago Kate shared with me that she was 
going to work in housing so she could get a cell phone, too.  I am sure that came from me saying that I had the 
cell phone was because of work.  It is not so bad to be a party planner with a cool cell phone.  One of the proudest 
moments came when she was featured in the church newsletter and Kate shared when she grew up she wanted to be 
the director of housing at my institution.  

When my nieces and nephews started to attend college, there was a renewed interest in talking to me about 
campus life.  My one nephew attended my alma mater and for a couple years was a night clerk.  When I asked him 
about becoming an RA, he share he thought there was too much work to it.  He had witnessed the hours staff put 
in.  He knew given his schedule that night clerk was where he was most comfortable.  My niece attended my current 
institution and became a night clerk and then served as an RA for several years.  She is now in graduate school in 
Chicago and hopes to work in higher education when she graduates.  She found a great connection to her institution 
through her work as an RA.  I have to admit it is nice to be able to talk with my nieces and nephews and have them 
understand what I do on campus.  I believe I appear a little less odd and more approachable to them.  

When we spoke recently, Kate shared she still wants to be an RA when she goes to college like her cousin.  She 
also feels the drawn to photography.  She seems to have developed a good eye much like her father.  It will be good 
for her to have options and some context of what I do.  From an early age she learned I help people who happen 
to be college aged young adults.  Now these “RA brothers and sisters” as she called them are becoming her peers.  
Occasionally, I over hear her talking with her friends and she is always talking up my current institution.  She is 
looking forward to attending and that makes my heart fill with pride.  

Some of our professionals find us as they attend college like I did.  There is a spark that ignites as we discover 
our passions.  I am hopeful there are many who have found this profession because they grew up within in it.  I am 
proud of the exposure my daughter has had because of the work I do.  It is always interesting and worth exploring 
our paths to our chosen careers and vocations.  
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Within our profession, it is generally regarded 
as an important attribute that we remain life-long 
learners.  Few lessons and events in my life have 
taught me more than becoming a parent.  Few 
lessons have been as enjoyable, as stressful, as tiring, 
and as enlightening, as being a father.  I joke with 
my daughter, Hailey, who is seven, that aside from 
being one of my favorite people in the world and the 
funniest person I know, she has been my greatest 
teacher.  This proclamation seems to bring her a bit 
of joy and she will giggle.  “Daddy,” she says, “what 
have I taught you?”  I pretend to be counting the 
numerous lessons on my fingers and then I begin 
to share things that she has taught me.  “Well,” I 
respond, still pretending to be considering all of her 
lessons for me, “you taught me to laugh, love, and 
sleep harder.”  The list continues to grow from there 
and, truth be told, that list is growing daily.  

My “outside the office” role of father, I have 
found, has informed and reinforced several lesson worthy themes that I can apply not only to my daughter, but also 
to my students.  Let me stop there for a moment.  I am not advocating for us to parent our students or to treat them 
as children; however, lessons that are best learned at an early age, can often be good reminders for our students 
when they are in college.  Frankly, they can be good reminders for us at any age and at any stage.  

Perhaps, what I have found most interesting about my role as a parent, as it relates to my role as a professional, 
is that it has informed my empathy for our student’s parents.  I understand their confusion, passion, and advocacy 
in a more nuanced fashion than when I was not a parent.  I relate to the fearfulness of the unknown, not for 
ourselves, but for our child.  I also have doubts as to whether my partner and I have prepared our daughter enough.  
Thankfully Hailey’s mother is far more even keel than I, reminding me frequently that our role as parent’s is not 
to protect our daughter from the world but to help her thrive within it. That is not to suggest I condone helicopter 
parenting, but instead that I understand the mindset of the chopper pilot; and I understand how as parents, it can 
easily be programmed into us to do too much for our kids.

I spent some time over the last several days, considering lessons that I find myself reinforcing in my daughter, 
but also continually reinforcing in my students.  Certainly the approach, language, and accountability is different 
between the college students I work with and my daughter, but the deep rooted message is not lost regardless of who 
I am working with.  The lessons also remain a good reminder for me, older, experienced, perhaps jaded- but just as 
much in need of continued reminders and new ways to learn important messages from years gone by.  
1. Talking about your feelings is a useful way to defuse frustration or to manage sadness.

My daughter is at an age, at which time she is often overwhelmed by her emotions.  She is learning to regulate 
her reactions to new environments and experiences.  There are moments, during which time her mother or I will 
tell her, “Use your words.  Talk to us.  How are you feeling.”  Hailey has learned to describe and talk through her 
feelings, using her words to describe what she is experiencing at that moment.  She attempts to walk through what 
might be influencing her feelings and we attempt to help her process what steps are appropriate to dealing with her 
frustration, stress, or sadness.  It is important for her to learn that the response to not being able to talk mom or dad 
into purchasing the toy she would like us to at the store, is not to begin screaming, crying, negotiating, or begging.  

A Different Persecptive
By Andrew Pollom  | Lake Forest Colege 
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November 9, 2015 at 12:00pm 
GLACUHO Committee Member Application Deadline 
Click here to learn more!  

December 10, 2015 from 2:00pm-3:00pm 
ACUHO-I VRoundtable:  
Legal Issues Facing Housing & Residence Life Programs in the United States 
Click here to learn more!  

November 08 – November 10, 2015 
GLACUHO 2015 Annual Conference in Flint, Michigan 

Thursday, December 31, 2015 
TRENDs Submission Deadline 

November 13 – November 15, 2016 
GLACUHO 2016 Annual Conference in Cincinnati, Ohio 

September 13 – November 15, 2016 
GLACUHO 2015 Conference Registration Available Online 

December 10, 2015 from 2:00pm-3:00pm 
ACUHO-I VRoundtable:  
The Future of Housing and Residence Life Profession 
Click here to learn more!  

February 15 – February 16, 2016 
Winter Meeting for Committee and Board Members 
Brookston, Indiana 

http://www.glacuho.org/?page=Committee_Info
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/3103153134474199809
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/1735922519962660353
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It is also not beneficial to her to shut down and ignore the issue.  It is also important to reinforce that feeling 
frustrated, angry, confused, anxious, scared, or sad in appropriate situations is totally normal.  Learning to recognize 
and regulate one’s ability to cope with these emotions in a health and helpful manner is very important.

I find the same to be true for many of the college students I work with.  I find myself, on more than one 
occasion, almost weekly, sometimes daily, telling a student that I am working with, “Life happens and sometimes 
those experiences are difficult.  It’s okay to be appropriately scared, angry, frustrated, confused, sad or anxious.  
You cannot run from those emotions.”  I attempt to talk with them through their feelings, the moments or triggers 
that are causing those feelings, and to help them process appropriate ways to respond to these real life feelings and 
emotions.  

At times I reflect upon how similar the discussions feel to one another.  There is obviously person and 
developmentally appropriate ways to approach each, but I recognize that for each of them, my daughter and the 
college students I work with, they are often overwhelmed by new experiences, by strange or unplanned occurrences, 
or by the joys and losses of life.  For that matter, it is fair to suggest, we all have or will, at one time or another 
experience this.  I find that, each moment tends to inform me on how to best respond in supporting someone in the 
others and I am thankful for the ability to engage in these supportive exercises, to practice my empathy, and to be 
able to reflective practice what I learn with them each.  
2. Find some time for yourself when you need it.

My daughter, is a person pleaser.  Even at a younger age, I recognize that she has deep empathy for others.  
I would like to think that she has learned empathy by the way her mother and I parent.  She finds it of great 
importance to be with, help, and do for others.  She does not like to disappoint and she is continual source of good 
humor and warmth.  She wants to prove herself to be a good person.  She does not have to work that hard to do so, 
but she often associates that goodness with doing for others or right by others.  I certainly do not count that as a bad 
perspective to have; but I do recognize moments that she is often overwhelmed or stressed by the constant attention 
to doing so.  She is learning to say “no” and to create boundaries for herself, her energy, and her time, and these 
lessons are extremely important.  Teaching her that it does not make her a bad person if she’d like to spend some 
time with herself or for herself is very important to her mother and I.  Teaching her to be okay with silence and in 
her own mind is a real world skill that I want her to learn, simply because so many people today seem not to have 
either learned in or to employ it.  

For Hailey, it might be day dreaming, creating art, listening to music and dancing, taking a nap, using her 
imagination, or writing or reading a story.  These are the moments during which time she is at peace, often sitting, 
sometimes laying, and focused on something of her own, personal interest.  She is often in her mind or in reflection 
of the world, experiences, and/or people around her.  Whether it is for five minutes or three hours, these are 
moments that her mother and I are attempting to teach her have real value for her wellbeing.  It is not easy.  The 
world around is full of electronic distraction, constant noise, and the promise of mind numbing stimulation.  We all 
struggle with slowing the pace, breathing deeply, and spending some time in our own mind.  Simply being is a hard 
thing to comprehend and an almost impossible thing to do at times, but the act of being, of taking time for one’s self, 
and of breathing, many have found to be therapeutic, refreshing, and soul mending. It is a practice that I have found 
necessary and one that encourage everyone to explore for themselves.  

How many times a day do you find yourself saying, “I cannot believe how busy our students are”?  We even 
encourage the benefits of engagement as a way to further their development, enhance their success, and to heighten 
the personal pleasure of their collegiate endeavor.  I believe that engagement is an important element for a student’s 
success, but I find that what I do not spend a lot of time on (something I’ve begun doing more of), is also helping 
them see the balance in that engagement.  Mainly, not feeling like a bad person saying “no” and deciding it’s okay 
to take some time, to find some time, and/or to intentionally make some time, for one’s self.  Like my daughter, I 
often find that my students need to hear, “Hey, it’s okay to do that.  It’s okay to shut off the phone.  It’s okay to walk 
into the woods or down by the lake.  It’s okay to create boundaries for yourself and to ask others to respect those 

GLACUHO DATES TO REMEMBER 

November 9, 2015 at 12:00pm 
GLACUHO Committee Member Application Deadline 
Click here to learn more!  

December 10, 2015 from 2:00pm-3:00pm 
ACUHO-I VRoundtable:  
Legal Issues Facing Housing & Residence Life Programs in the United States 
Click here to learn more!  

November 08 – November 10, 2015 
GLACUHO 2015 Annual Conference in Flint, Michigan 

Thursday, December 31, 2015 
TRENDs Submission Deadline 

November 13 – November 15, 2016 
GLACUHO 2016 Annual Conference in Cincinnati, Ohio 

September 13 – November 15, 2016 
GLACUHO 2015 Conference Registration Available Online 

December 10, 2015 from 2:00pm-3:00pm 
ACUHO-I VRoundtable:  
The Future of Housing and Residence Life Profession 
Click here to learn more!  

February 15 – February 16, 2016 
Winter Meeting for Committee and Board Members 
Brookston, Indiana 
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boundaries.  It’s okay to go to a coffee shop and just simply be.  It’s okay to doodle.  It’s okay to create.  It’s okay 
to stop, breathe, be, and go.”  I have found, with my daughter and in my own practice, that the simple art of just 
being and finding time for myself, leads to an improved use of my mind.  Stronger critical thinking, reflection, and 
cognitive reasoning are all side effects of this practice and I encourage an exploration of it for all my students.  
3. Do not lie about, ignore, or down play your mistakes.  Instead, learn from them.

It is painful to accept responsibility when a bad decision has been made or when our actions do not follow 
the narrative that we are “doing well” or “succeeding”.  I see this with my daughter and I see this with my college 
students.  We have all worked with students that instead of acknowledging the realities of their situation, or instead 
of being honest about the negative consequences of skipping classes or not doing work; have all ignored, down 
played, or out-right lied about their mistakes.  

I find it particularly worrisome that more time is often spent avoiding the reality of mistakes made, than is 
in fact spent at trying to correct or learn from those mistakes.  They want to avoid the shame or embarrassment.  
They hope to avoid mom and/or dad finding out about what’s happening.  Or, they may simply not understand the 
significance of what is happening.  All these possibilities are possible.  

It sometime feels like an impossible exchange to be involved with.  You know the truth.  They know the truth, 
but do not acknowledge what is true because there is the potential for harm in doing so.  They lie.  You attempt to 
correct the narrative.  Sometimes they begin being truthful.  Other times they continue the lie.  My response to my 
daughter is often different, but with the students I work with, I act as a mirror for the truth.  I ask them to think 
about their perspective and I often help them consider some of the hard realities.  Ask them to move away from 
their current narrative and think about the facts involved.  I try to help them come back to the truth on their own.  

These are trying moments for me as a professional and a father.  I believe in allowing an individual to fail, if in 
fact they have considered everything along the way, but still insist on failing.  It is not easy to allow another person 
to fall.  To be very clear, there are, at times, real consequences here.  I have watched students fail out.  I have watched 
students end up getting expelled.  There are certainly some of my colleagues that have and will argue that this is not 
the action of an empathetic person nor is it the act of someone committed to helping our students succeed.  I argue 
the contrary.  

I do not view my role as a student affairs professional or as a father of one that is meant to prevent students 
from making mistakes or failing- that is a real part of life.  It is also, for some, a necessary and important part of 
learning.   I choose, instead of preventing mistakes, to invest my efforts in helping students to learn from their 
mistakes.  Help them develop a reflective practice that they can employ to discover lessons in the losses.  The hope is 
to help them fail forward.  To, through failure and acknowledging it, experience growth.  To be fair, this is a nuanced 
practice not to be taken lightly, but it is one that I have used time and time again and witnessed immense growth in 
students and my daughter.  
4. If you fart, it’s okay to laugh.

Stay with me on this one.  We could certainly journey into a conversation about manners (which are 
important) on this one.  I am not suggesting that farting is something that our students should all be doing, 
although we know that they do.  I have a book I read to my daughter that explains it all.  Essentially the premise of 
this lesson is to not take yourself too seriously.  

There is a time and a place to be serious.  There are moments that require tact, focus, and attentiveness.  There 
are situations that necessitate we are on our game, whatever that may be.  However, there are also moments on that 
exist on the end of that spectrum.  Moments that we need to laugh.  Moments that we need to dance.  Moments that 
we need to be silly.  Few things are as good an example of silliness to me as a fart.  

Moments of levity, of silliness, and of humor are important moments to experience.  Especially for our 
college students, whom are often stressed, burdened, and anxious much of the time; a good laugh and a moment 
or two of silliness can go a long way to help break up that tension.  Our students especially need that release in 
their lives.  When the rigor of academic success pairs with the other challenges of their life, not to mention for 
some homesickness, new relationships, expectations, crunches of personal time, and the constant expectation of 
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engagement; it’s a wonder that any of them are able to breathe much less relax enough to share a good laugh.  

In complete fairness, farting is not a good universal example of something that will make everyone laugh, but 
for each of our students, there is something that can help them have a good laugh.  Helping them understand first 
that laughing is an important part of life, and two, providing them space to discover what really makes them laugh 
are two things that we can do with students that will serve them greatly during their time with us in college.  

I always remember a moment I had with my daughter at my sister in laws wedding.  During the reception, 
my daughter farted at the dinner table as many of us were sitting around and eating.  My daughter, because of the 
specialness of the moment and of the location, was uncharacteristically nervous and looked at me.  Prior to the 
wedding my partner and I had shared with her the importance of using our manners at the wedding and making 
sure the focus of the night was on the two individuals getting married.  It was a good opportunity to talk about love, 
relationships, marriage equality, and other topics that seven year olds naturally begin to think about in the world 
during moments such as these.  She understood the importance of the moment, the seriousness that it necessitated.  
Due to that, farting was rightfully viewed as inappropriate.  She leaned over and said, “excuse me.”  I smiled at her 
and asked, “why are you nervous?”  “Dad,” she replied, “I just tooted.”  “Well it’s okay to laugh about it now sweetie.  
This is the reception and a time for us to celebrate, laugh, dance and have fun.”  She understood that while the 
ceremony was a moment of to focus on the couple and the event, this space was a time to celebrate.  

It might seem like second nature to us though.  Why teach someone or give someone the space to laugh?  Is 
this not part of our human existence?  Do I really have to teach them this?  All fair questions to ask, but for one 
moment think about your own life.  How often do you have a moment of deep laughter and you say, “I haven’t 
laughed like that in awhile”?  We don’t forget how to laugh, but instead become consumed with other things that 
demand our attention.  Space and time for laughter is often something put on the backburner.  But why?  It does not 
require a lot of time to experience and there are numerous studies out there that suggest the benefits of laughter can 
be positive.  I contend that we need to laugh mindfully.  We need to tell ourselves and others that it’s okay to laugh.  
We need to find a space where laughter is accepted, encouraged, and appreciated.  Our students need all of that too.  

When I think back to these lessons, I realize, there could be others.  I realize my life is full of lessons as a father 
or other aspects of my personal life that I often find moments of applicability during which I can share with my 
students.  There is a comfortable synergy that exists between the lessons of my personal life and the opportunities of 
my professional life that often make things feel like second nature to me.  I am thankful for them both.  The greatest 
teachers in my life have been my daughter and the students I work with.  Those are lessons that I will not ever forget.  

https://www.facebook.com/glacuho
https://twitter.com/GLACUHO
http://www.glacuho.org/
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BY KELSEY CRIPE |  EASTERN ILL INOIS UNIVERSITY

Within my time in Student Affairs, I have found 
that being healthy and making smart choices is not 
always the easiest for many reasons: meal plans, fun 
“food” programs, long work days, late night duty 
calls, etc. What I noticed in my own personal wellness 
journey of becoming a healthier person was the need 
to admit I needed a change and needed someone/
something to hold me accountable. Within my 
personal wellness journey, I have found weight loss, 
greater mental wellness, and greater self-confidence. I 
have ultimately found that there are no excuses, there 
is no easy way out, there is only determination and 
dedication to strive to be the best you can be.

Throughout my personal wellness journey I found 
it helpful when people reached out to me, asked how 
my daily workouts were going, complimented me 
on being dedicated, and were good support systems. 
Based off of this, I decided to create a “Health and 
Wellness Initiative” for the entire University Housing 
and Dining Services (UHDS) Department at Eastern 
Illinois University (EIU). This initiative had several 
different components: weekly wellness challenges, 
weekly dietary challenges, Wellness Wednesday facts, 
dining hall healthy eating facts on Fridays, a weekly 
step tracker, and an end of the semester healthy eating 
potluck. With the blessing of one of the Associate 

Directors of Housing at EIU, I decided to take on this 
task and spring EIU’s UHDS department into health.

The initiative started with communication during 
the end of the 2014 fall semester and, everyone was 
ready to participate for the 2015 spring semester. The 
timing of the initiative was perfect because it caught 
the excitement of all of the New Year’s Resolution’ers. I 
started each week off with sending one e- mail that had 
the wellness challenge and the dietary challenge for that 
particular week. The wellness challenge encompassed 
physical challenges, which ranged from recording 
all physical activity, taking the stairs instead of the 
elevator, walking not driving to work, and dividing 
lunch in half eating and half on walking around 
campus or your building. The wellness component 
brought about challenges such as reaching out to a 
friend of family member each day for ten minutes, 
using a basket at the store instead of a cart, taking a 
15 minutes distress break during each morning and 
afternoon, or discussing health and wellness during all 
meetings throughout the week. The dietary challenge, 
which led to great pictures and conversations, included 
writing down everything you ate, avoiding sweets, 
eating one meal without meat, breadless meals, 
drinking a large glass of water before each meal, 
having a healthy breakfast, and avoiding drinking 

#SAFit:  Panthers Edition 
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your calories. These challenges led to great discussion 
and conversations in individual conversations, but also 
made for great laughter during our larger professional 
staff meetings. Each week I would receive feedback from 
individuals saying that they did not realize how much 
caffeine they drank, how little they walked throughout 
the work day, or how little veggies or fruit they eat.

The next component was “Wellness Wednesday’s”. 
Each Wednesday, I would send out a fun wellness fact 
to the entire department. Here are a few examples of the 
fun facts that were sent: 

• Posture is key to a successful work day. Your 
computer monitor should be 20-30 inches from 
your eyes, knees parallel to the floor, and back 
straight. 

• One can of soda contains 10 teaspoons of sugar 
and the average American adult drinks 500 
cans of soda every year, estimating about 52 
pounds of sugar consumed in soft drinks alone.

 When sending out these facts, I tried to hit 
different topic areas each week, so there was a wide 
range of information shared regarding overall wellness. 
On Fridays, I would send out a fun “Dining Hall 
Etiquette” fact e-mail.   A couple of examples include: 

• When asked if you want cheese, say ‘no’.  
Adding one slice of American cheese to your 
sandwich adds an additional 66 calories.

• Improvise with dessert. Make your own 
sweet treat with yogurt, fruit, and even a dash 
of honey if you want more sweetness. It’s 
delicious!  So avoid the ice cream or trays of 
cookies and cakes.

The other component to this initiative was the 
step tracker.  Any individual that wished to participate 
in the step tracker competition could participate.  I did 
research and gathered different pedometer app’s for 
cell phones that individuals could utilize.  Each week 
with the Monday e-mails, I would remind everyone to 
record their steps.  This was a great way to hold each 

other accountable and also have a friendly competition 
between each other. This lasted all semester and the 
majority of individuals who started recording their steps 
finished the semester.

To end the Health and Wellness Initiative, I hosted 
a “Healthy Foods Potluck” where anyone could make a 
“healthy” food item and bring it in during the last week 
of classes, as well as provide the recipe to anyone that 
requested it. There were several items that were shared, 
including healthy puppy chow, energy oatmeal balls, 
fruit salad, healthy veggie dip, and so much more. This 
was a big success and allowed individuals to snack on 
“healthy” options throughout the day.

After the initiative was complete, I sent out a 
survey to determine what people’s thoughts were about 
the challenges, wellness facts, and other components to 
the initiative. Eighty-eight percent of individuals who 
took the survey said that they were more aware of their 
overall health and wellness because of the initiative.  
Almost ninety percent of participants said that the 
“Wellness Wednesday” facts were found to be beneficial. 
Overall, 100% of individuals who took the survey stated 
that they would be interested in partaking in a health 
and wellness program similar to this one in the future. 
One piece of feedback that was provided was the want 
and need for a buddy system throughout the challenge.

Individuals thought it would have been helpful 
to have someone to help motivate them throughout 
the challenge and to hold each other accountable. 
Participants also would have liked to see different 
opportunities provided, such as a department 5k walk/
run and tracking calories per day similar to the step 
tracker each week. This program was extremely fun to 
plan and implement. I was excited to share my wellness 
story with my fellow co-workers and even more excited 
that others found or started their wellness journey 
through this initiative. Overall, my final goal was met: 
health and wellness is not just about the physical activity 
you do or the food you eat, but it is also about mental 
wellness and having a supportive environment and 
people around you to reach ultimate health and wellness.
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Promoting Organizational Learning by Hearing 
the Voices of Followers:  Are you leading or just 
taking a walk? 

BY BROOKE MORELAND-WILL IAMS |  INDIANA UNIVERSITY,  PURDUE UNIVERSITY- INDIANAPOLIS ,        

EVAN BOH-WEI CHANG |  INDIANA UNIVERSITY-BLOOMINGTON, ANI B INISHI  |  INDIANA UNIVERSITY-

BLOOMINGTON, OLIVER THORNTON  |  INDIANA UNIVERSITY-BLOOMINGTON, CEDRIC HARRIS  |  INDIANA 

UNIVERSITY-BLOOMINGTON, T IANA WILL IAMS IRUOJE  |  INDIANA UNIVERSITY-BLOOMINGTON  

& IS IAH DAVIS  |  TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY

Leaders tend to be the focus in the work environment. The flow of the work environment of making, executing, 
and organizing ideas also tend to point mostly to the leader. Like in the photo with the shepherd and his flock, the 
shepherd is responsible for providing direction and protection for the flock that he leads. If the shepherd does not 
provide needed resources and guidance, the flock may be compromised to threatening conditions. Professionals 
and paraprofessionals in higher education lead students who need direction and a safe environment to learn 
from mistakes and trials that happen while they experience college. When professionals and paraprofessionals do 
not provide needed resources (i.e. consistent supervision that promotes high quality connections with staff) and 
guidance, the residential and/or overall collegiate experiences of student staff members may be compromised, 
promoting higher levels of negative self-talk and counterproductive behaviors impacting the workplace. This article 
was written to bring awareness to professionals and paraprofessionals regarding their leadership thought and 
behavior and how they can contribute to the overall student staff experience.  

Recent research has started looking at the role of followers and how their self-determination, shaped by the 
attitudes and behavior of leaders, impacts an organization.  How followers perceive their leaders is an important 
topic to discuss. Leaders have expectations of their staff members, and those same staff members have expectations 
of their leaders. Research draws “a parallel between exchange in social systems and in economic systems. In this 
view, social behavior in groups requires that people exchange immaterial goods such as prestige, signs of approval, 
information, or loyalty” (de Caluwe & Vermaak, 2003, p. 34). Followers look to leaders to role model acceptable 
organizational behaviors. “If the leader meets those expectations then followers ascribe respect, trustworthiness 
and authority to that leader (Hollander, 1978). The opposite is also true. If a leader fails to meet followers’ 
expectations, mistrust develops and the relationship is strained” (Vondey, 2008, p. 56). When mistrust is present 
and relationships are strained, organizational energy can be wasted. This wasted organizational energy can lead 
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to duplicate programming, ghost employment, and 
other negative outcomes that can take away resources 
allocated to the student populations that need them the 
most. Mistrust and broken professional relationships 
can also lead to low staff retention, creating a revolving 
door of staff members, lowering the quality of services 
your organization can provide to its primary customers. 
Though research and best practices from seasoned 
professionals are very valuable, gaining the student 
perspective of leadership can be helpful in maintaining 
already successful organizational systems. Listening 
to student perspectives regarding organizational 
productivity can also help to bulldoze other systems that 
unintentionally oppress voices of your organization’s 
out-group through the thought and behavior of leaders. 

Staff members who are aware of the needs of their 
student staff can possibly serve them better. Contingent 
leaders who can effectively adapt their leadership 
thought and behavior can show followers that they 
are important and matter in the workplace. These staff 
members share perspectives about followership and how 
leadership can shape the experiences of student staff 
members.

Shaping the Student Staff Experience: Staff 
Perspective #1

“Leaders need to make sure that leaders are 
treating their staff members with humanity, with 
care, and with concern. You cannot lead without the 
followers. Everything does not make sense if you have 
no one following you. Who are you going to lead around 
if you have no followers? If you do not take the time 
to be relational and get to know the people who you 
are working with…it is not going to be perfect…some 
people are not going to like your leadership style, but 
if you are not willing to modify your style, to meet the 
needs of the people that you are working with, then 
why are you doing it (working in higher education 
with students)? Your job is to serve everyone, even 
everyone who is underneath you (regarding positional 
level in an organization)” (Staff Member A, personal 
communication, June 29, 2015).

Shaping the Student Staff Experience: Staff 
Perspective #2

 “I believe that the leader sets the tone within an 
organization. A leader can develop an environment 
where followers feel safe to share their worldviews 
to gain a better understanding of each other. When 

followers have the opportunity to ‘learn about one 
another through the sharing of experience, a foundation 
for learning in community can emerge’ (Hooks, 
2010, p. 56). As a leader, I ensure that I provide this 
foundation by setting clear expectations at the beginning 
of the year. I give staff time to develop expectations 
for themselves and for their supervisors and then we 
discuss the importance of developing a community 
of care that includes inclusive language, behavior and 
ideas. The more diverse an environment is, the less a 
leader can simply rely on shared experience to build 
the community (Hooks, 2010). It is important for a 
leader to initiate the building of a work community 
that appreciates the differing worldviews of others and 
to nurture ideas that blossom from followers to impact 
the organization in a positive way” (Staff Member B, 
personal communication, June 30, 2015).

Shaping the Student Staff Experience: Staff 
Perspective #3

“Adaptive Leadership informs my leadership 
philosophy in understanding the importance of how I 
respond to change within an organization and provide 
spaces for followers to complete organizational tasks. 
King, Altman, & Lee (2011) also discussed the change 
styles of leaders and how a leader responds to change 
can have a large impact on the work that organizations 
are able to do (King et al, 2011). Leaders need to be 
aware of their own change preference and how it 
interacts with those of their organizational colleagues; 
‘when to leverage your style; and when to draw on 
the preferences of others’ (King et al, 2011, p. 110). 
This awareness can help the leader better respond to 
ambiguous situations at work and help the leader assist 
followers who may have a difficult time adjusting to 
organizational change (Clawson, 2003; King et al, 2011)” 
(Staff Member C, personal communication, October 2, 
2014).

Shaping the Student Staff Experience: Staff 
Perspective #4

“As a professional working in student affairs, I 
know that it is important to share my thoughts with my 
student staff. Though I know that it is not required to 
share my thoughts with staff, they seem more receptive 
to why we have to adjust our staff behavior to meet 
departmental goals. My actions have to be positive, 
backing up my expectations that I set for staff in the 
fall. If I am not steady with my words and actions with 
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staff, I cannot expect for staff to fully understand the 
importance of being consistent as growing leaders. There 
is a reciprocal relationship between my work and the 
work of my student leaders. I appreciate their work and 
dedication to the work environment and I do my best 
to celebrate their hard work throughout the academic 
school year. The professionals and paraprofessionals may 
run the residence halls, but the student perspective is 
a valuable asset to an organization regarding what staff 
can do better to serve students on college campuses” 
(Staff Member D, personal communication, June 29, 
2015).

The student perspective is a part of this article to 
increase awareness for professional and paraprofessional 
leaders in student affairs regarding their ideas and 
behaviors. Personal ideology can unintentionally bleed 
into leadership behavior, playing either a positive 
or negative role in the leadership development of 
students. These students have all been in formal student 
leadership positions on a college campus. They were 
asked to share their ideas on leadership and how they 
felt the thoughts and behaviors of the leaders they have 
observed have impacted them, whether positive or 
negative. These candid responses should shed some light 
on how student perceptions can shape how leaders are 
viewed, but also how the leaders that have supervised 
them have shaped their ideas on leadership.

As you read, please keep in mind that this 
information from students is to offer a perspective to 
empower organizational functionality. Like people, 
organizations should be in the mind frame to improve 
upon the services that they offer to all student 
populations. Improvement in organizational services can 
be ultimately beneficial to the people who work at the 
institution, and for the students who are experiencing 
college. The main take-away from this article is to hear 
the voices of students and understand the importance 
of emotional competence, wisely shaping and adjusting 
one’s leadership thoughts and behaviors in the workplace 
to better promote inclusive work environments and to 
support the student populations that you supervise.

Ideas on Leadership: Student Perspective #1
“I have been impacted immensely by the persons 

who have supervised me in the past. Each of them had 
their own leadership styles and working with each of 
them, I was able to glean the good, the bad, and the 
ok. Many of the supervisors, which I am thankful for, 
have been wonderful and have taught me only good 

habits to take with me when I become a leader. That 
being said, I will say only a few important points that I 
believe to be the most valuable aspects of a great leader. 
One aspect that can be seen in a great leader is that they 
take responsibility for their actions (even mistakes) that 
might not have been their fault, but understand that 
as a leader in a team they cannot do it alone. I want 
to highlight this aspect because without it, the leader 
cannot lead effectively. If they choose to only blame 
others for mistakes and failures, they lose respect from 
their teammates and they will not learn to improve 
themselves because they believe they are faultless. I have 
more respect for the leaders who own their mistakes 
and take on the brunt of the consequences upon their 
shoulders. The second aspect that I believe that a leader 
needs is to be decisive in their actions. They also need 
to listen to others and take in their opinions in order to 
make the decision, but the key in this aspect is that they 
do make a decision. I think this is important because 
the leader makes the decision with advice from their 
peers, but they make a decision and adjusts the plan 
as needed. Finally, I believe what makes a great leader 
is that they do not ask others to do something they 
themselves would not do. I find that I respect and greatly 
admire leaders who are able to roll up their sleeves in 
time of distress and work alongside the team they are 
leading. A leader does not earn respect by saying things 
and commanding people to do things, instead it is the 
actions of a leader that makes their character. If the 
leader had these aspects, I would like I was heard and 
my opinion was taken into account even if they did not 
agree with it” (Student A, personal communication, June 
5, 2015).

Ideas on Leadership: Student Perspective #2
“Leadership is mental. Leadership can make or 

break a person depending on where they are in life. A 
teacher, one of the first leaders we have; organizing the 
class, reinforcing right and wrong, (maybe) addressing 
emotional distress we may face or offer comfort when 
we face adversity, have huge implications for the 
development of a person. At the same time, there are 
other leaders in our lives that are equally affecting 
that development. I’ve seen leaders build a team; work 
through what some may see as hegemony and show you 
that leadership is being able to make everyone around 
you better. Leadership can come from where you least 
expect it, and the title does not have anything to do with 
the action. Leadership comes from within and takes the 
confidence to be able to address everyone, as equitably 
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as possible, and do your best to cultivate their strengths, 
address their weaknesses, and be able to do the same 
for oneself or receive those critiques from your team. 
Leaders are made, born, and forged in adversity; but 
more importantly, true leaders are as a part of the team 
and invested in the endeavors as those they lead. It’s a 
position of service and I think often times we forget that 
because without a team or group; who’s there to lead” 
(Student B, personal communication, June 6, 2015).

Ideas on Leadership: Student Perspective #3
“I would say that I have been negatively impacted 

by the ideals of leadership that people think are taught 
more than learned. We live in a society where people 
believe they can define leadership in a linear way. For 
some, leadership is hard to obtain while for others it is 
too loosely used and believed to be obtained. It is really 
important to understand the difference in meaning of 
leadership and management. If a position is something 
like an employment, that would be considered 
management not leadership. Although some aspects 
of leadership can be learned, a true leader isn’t molded 
from learning but by experience. I’ve worked with 
people that believe that as leaders they should always 

lead and not follow and that what they say or believe is 
above others. In my view of leadership however, a leader 
not only leads but follows. A leader should know when 
to step back and allow for opportunities of growth. The 
most significant example I can give is when I was a part 
of a huge team and came in with a lot of experience. 
Since I knew a lot of what was happening and was not 
the leader of the team, I felt as if my abilities were not 
recognized and respected which didn’t help me grown 
much. Since the people appointed as leaders felt that 
they needed to know everything, I felt that if I answered 
something they didn’t know or corrected them, then 
I was put down. I did not really feel like I fit into the 
group as much as I wanted to. I also came off a little as a 
know-it-all and the leaders of the group felt challenged 
or threatened by that. The only advice I would give 
to leaders is to be open to ideas and recognize their 
followers’ strengths. If someone is more knowledgeable, 
it’s ok to step back and allow that follower to grow 
because that won’t make you any less of a leader. Finally, 
it is really important to be different. There is no one 
true way of defining leadership and you can make the 
experience whatever you make of it, so just be open 
minded” (Student C, personal communication, June 6, 
2015).
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Ideas on Leadership: Student Perspective #4
“To me, a leader is someone who demonstrates a 

keen sense of integrity, has the ability to motivate and 
inspire others, and ensures that other members of the 
group are functioning to the organization’s standards. 
For the most part, I have had positive experiences with 
multiple leaders throughout my life. However, once I 
entered the student affairs sector in higher education, 
I noticed that good leaders were as scarce as a hen’s 
teeth. For the sake of this statement, I will clarify that 
the leader I am referring to are the commanders in their 
setting (i.e. managers, directors, and supervisors). I 
have come across a few good leaders in student affairs 
but for the most part, I feel as though many of our so 
called “leaders” forget about the people that follow their 
command. These leaders seem to treat their followers 
like they are the business/organization instead of people. 
If you want to motivate and inspire people to achieve 
greatness, then you have to treat them with respect 
and show some humanity. A leader understands that 

everyone makes missteps and mistakes and that is okay. 
A leader should be able to communicate effectively 
and efficiently to ensure that the organization and 
its members are running smoothly. This includes 
addressing problems, showing appraisal, and informing 
others about what tasks need to be completed. I have 
seen far too many “leaders” who fail to accomplish the 
aforementioned. I have seen great people who have 
contributed immensely to an organization get fired or 
reprimanded for an action that was not very serious 
and did not cause the organization any harm. Once 
they were fired the “leader” acted like all was fine even 
though the members and the organization itself was 
suffering tremendously. I have seen “leaders” preach one 
thing and then do the exact opposite of what they just 
said. In my experience, it has created a “me”/ “us” (if 
there are more leaders working together) vs. them (the 
followers/members of the organization) environment, 
where the followers begin to resent those they are 
supposed to be following. Once the followers are fed 
up and start to leave, then the organization goes with 

Promoting Organizational Learning by Hearing 
the Voices of Followers:  Contd
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it.  That is why it is imperative that a leader ensures 
that their followers/members are content, inspired, and 
motivated” (Student D, personal communication, June 
16, 2015).

Importance of the Student Perspective
The student perspective allows professionals and 

paraprofessionals to hear and feel the experiences of 
the primary customers that that they serve. From these 
visceral ideas on leadership, leaders can adapt their 
leadership practice to meet the needs of the students that 
work for them. 

“These accounts demonstrate the 
importance of exposing students to professional 
environments, and the educational value of 
encouraging them to reflect in a systematic and 
structured way, on their own conceptions of 
professionalism. The insights contained within 
these accounts also demonstrate the value of 
educational experiences that enable students to 
participate in professional work environments 
so that they can develop these understandings 
alongside their academic development” (Jackson, 
2011).

One must consider their ideas and behaviors, 
because of its overall impact on the people that are in 
followership roles. Emotional competence is a helpful 
element to embrace in the role of a professional or 
paraprofessional, promoting ideas and behaviors that 
you would want student leadership to mirror. Though 
there are many other areas to discuss that could help 
leaders become more aware of the actions and ideas, 
emotional intelligence was highlighted as an important 
element of leadership practice. Understanding the 
importance of emotional intelligence could promote 
professionals and paraprofessionals in becoming more 
introspective in how they are perceived by student 
leadership. 

Presenting as Sound in Thought & Action
Emotional competence is also known as emotional 

intelligence. It is the ability to appropriately adapt your 
emotions and to help monitor the emotions of others 
(Mayer & Salovey, 1993) to guide ideas and behaviors. 
“Emotions can reveal information that people can’t 
directly tell you, because they arise from the operation 
of the motivational system. The brain circuits that drive 
our actions are not well connected to the parts of our 

brains that help us introspect and tell stories about 
our behavior” (Markman, 2015). It is important for 
leaders to practice balancing their emotional responses 
with their staff. With this balance, student leadership 
may mirror such emotional competence. If the leader 
responses even-handedly when emergencies take 
place, student leadership will more likely follow those 
same behaviors. If leaders are calm and professional 
in working with departments across campus, student 
leadership may mirror that same cooperation with 
campus partners. Leaders should also make decisions 
that are geared to meeting the needs of students and 
their organization. Emotional competence can also 
be helpful in decision-making for professionals and 
paraprofessionals. No matter if student leaders fall in 
the out-groups or in-groups of an organization, leaders 
have a responsibility to remain neutral fact finding 
partners in the student development experience. 
That responsibility can include displaying emotional 
intelligence in your thoughts and actions with student 
staff members. Showing emotional competence can 
show that a leader is consistent, stable, and reliable in 
meeting student staff needs.

To effectively role model emotional competence, 
it is helpful for leaders to be aware of one’s subjectivity 
identities, one’s worldview, and one’s leadership 
philosophy to understand how they think and act 
while leading others. Being aware of these areas can 
help leaders lead more authentically and communicate 
with their followers about how these areas impact 
their overall leadership practice. “Different types of 
people will be more or less emotionally intelligent. 
Emotionally intelligent individuals may be more 
aware of their own feelings and those of others. They 
may be more open to positive and negative aspects of 
internal experience, better able to label them, and when 
appropriate, communicate them” (Mayer & Salovey, 
1993, p. 440). Knowing that people differ in emotional 
intelligence, administrators can create opportunities 
for their professionals to face scenarios with students to 
see how they may react to a specific student population. 
This practice is helpful to combat possible bias related 
decision-making and encourage staff members to 
display even-handedness and ethical conduct with all 
student populations. It is important to recognize that 
if a leader has an oppressive approach in supporting 
a specific student population, one may not serve that 
student population to the best of their abilities. Being 
able to serve all student populations evenly requires 
emotional competence, which includes leadership 
traits like humility, awareness, introspection. Life 
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experiences and one’s own culture also play an active 
role in how a leader’s practice is executed. Being aware 
of unresolved issues that happened in life experiences 
and unresolved issues connected with one’s cultural 
beliefs could help leaders better align their emotions 
and actions while leading others. “Such awareness will 
often lead to the effective regulation of affect within 
themselves and others, and so contribute to wellbeing” 
(Mayer & Salovey, 1993, p. 440). Professionals and 
paraprofessionals need to practice exhibiting emotional 
competence to promote students having the opportunity 
to practice emotional competence as growing scholars.

Moving Forward as a Professional/Paraprofessional in 
Student Affairs  

Instead of scrambling for solutions on how to plug 
the relational holes of your organization, administrators 
can look to the conduct and ideas of their leaders to see 
if they are aligning with organizational goals and the 
mission. It is important for leaders to think about how 
they are being authentic in their leadership practice. 
Leaders must consider if their leadership style aligns 
with the learning styles, and personalities of student 
staff members. Adapting one’s leadership style is a way 
to meet students where they are developmentally, and 
displays a level of wisdom in meeting the needs of all 
student populations. Making sure that professionals and 
paraprofessionals are evaluated effectively could also 
be a way to alleviate issues related to toxic leadership 
ideas and behavior impacts on followers. Department 
administrators must find ways to decrease confounds 
in completing formal staff evaluations, ensuring that 
leadership practices are not being inflated, further 
supporting contradicting ideas and behaviors that 
can be deemed as not supportive to marginalized 
student staff members. “People who experience varying 
emotions will also experience varying thoughts along 
with them. People in good moods perceive positive 
events as more likely, and negative events as less likely 
to occur; the reverse holds true for people in unpleasant 
moods” (Mayer & Salovey, 1993, p. 436). Are your staff 
members the cause for the missing populations that you 
observe for your organization? What training ideas can 
be implemented to discuss how to best build inclusive 
communities that also support professional staff and 
student staff members alike? How can administrators 
use the human capital that they already to possess to put 
into motion ideas that will support leaders exhibiting 
behaviors and ideas that will model positive outcomes 
from followers? These are all important questions to 

consider as you think about how leadership behavior 
and ideas impact followership behavior and ideas.
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Discussions around issues of sexual and 
interpersonal violence (SIV) and alcohol abuse across 
college campuses have been focused on bystander 
education as the magic cure-all for these, and other, 
issues. Often, colleges and universities will implement a 
bystander education program hoping that the program 
will solve the issues plaguing their campus. Yet, why are 
bystander education programs in vogue right now?

The research surrounding bystander education 
programs are full of thorough information to guide 
colleges and universities in creating a strong and 
successful bystander education program. Additionally, 
there are many national programs (most notably Step 
Up! and Green Dot) that are pre-packaged bystander 
education programs. Understanding why bystander 
education programs are effective and the theoretical 
foundation of the programs is necessary before 
implementing a bystander education program for your 
campus.

Theoretical Underpinnings
At their core, SIV and alcohol abuse are rooted 

in misperceptions about acceptable behaviors. Those 
who behave in ways that are unacceptable (such as 
binge drinking) do so because they firmly believe there 
is nothing problematic in their behavior (Berkowitz, 
n.d.) and thus their actions are socially acceptable. 
Effective bystander education programs seek, in part, 
to correct misperceptions of behavior. Correcting 
this misperception is key to reducing the effects of 
problematic behaviors on college campuses.

However, before correcting the misperception, 
effective bystander education programs build efficacy 
in bystanders to increase the likelihood that individuals 
address problematic behaviors. Psychologists Darley 
and Latane (1968) described the bystander effect as a 
diffusion of responsibility, which is when bystanders 
(individuals not directly involved in situation) assume 
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that another person will take action to address the 
problematic actions of others. Darley and Latane 
(1968) found that as more inividuals were present, the 
bystander effect (not addressing problematic behavior) 
increased. Thus, the core aspect of effective bystander 
education programs is to create efficacy in people to take 
action in problematic situations.

Building efficacy is done in tandem with addressing 
misperceptions. While there are multiple ways to 
correct misperceptions, Alan Berkowitz (n.d.) describes 
social norms as identifying a misperception (e.g. binge 
drinking) and then providing ways for individuals to 
correct that misperception. Thus, effective bystander 
education programs require directly addressing 
problematic behavior and providing ways to change 
the behavior. Anecdotally, how effective bystander 
education programs correct these misperceptions can 
be difficult. In Spring 2015, this author worked with the 
Miami University Greeks Step Up! bystander education 
program. One of the more challenging aspects of 
program development was developing scenarios to use 
in the program. The major question was to what extent 
should the scenarios be ‘real life’ and represent true 
events. In the Greeks Step Up! program, the program 
development committee decided to have peer educators 
(i.e. student presenters) write the scenarios that would 
be used in the program. This practice resulted in the 
creation of scenarios that were real life and ones in 
which participants would feel comfortable engaging 
in, but also correcting misperceptions about drinking, 
hazing, and SIV. Correcting misperceptions about 
behaviors is essential to building efficacy in individuals 
to address problematic behaviors.

Effective bystander education programs are rooted 
in the theoretical ideas of building efficacy to address 
problematic behaviors in individuals and to address 
misperceptions about acceptable behavior. Using these 
two theoretical principles as outlined above, will lead to 
the creation of effective bystander education programs. 

‘Effective Bystander Education Programs
Below are two examples of effective bystander 

education programs in the Great Lakes region. For 
more information on either of these programs, please 
reach out to the Office of Student Wellness at Miami 
University and the Office of Student Life Sexual Civility 
and Empowerment at the Ohio State University. 
These two programs are effective bystander education 
programs since they are both grounded in the theories 

explained above.
Stepping Up at Miami University. The Step Up! 

program at Miami University is just over a year old. 
Based on the national Step Up! program which was 
developed at the University of Arizona, the Miami 
University program hopes to: 1) raise awareness of 
helping behaviors; 2) increase motivation to help; 3) 
develop skills when responding to problems or concerns; 
and 4) ensure the safety and well-being of others (Office 
of Student Wellness, n.d.). These four goals approach 
bystander education as a process, and programs are 
presented in a manner that aligns with the actual process 
of stepping up.

The Step Up! program at Miami breaks down 
stepping up into three points: 1) recognize red flags 
(i.e. problematic behaviors); 2) avoid road blocks 
(i.e. instances that would prohibit an individual from 
stepping up); and 3) take action (i.e. putting a stop to the 
problematic behavior). These three points in stepping 
up are explained thoroughly in a one hour presentation. 
The presentation uses a mix of videos, discussion, and 
role playing to showcase the process of stepping up.

With the advent of a UNV101 course that all first 
year students are required to take, the Office of Student 
Wellness and the Division of Student Affairs have 
incorporated Step Up! 101 into the UNV101 course for 
all students. Eventually, all students at Miami University 
will receive the bystander education program. In 
addition to Step Up! 101, the Office of Student Wellness 
created a Step Up! 102 program that offers advanced 
strategies to end problematic behaviors and is geared 
toward student leaders. The combination of these two 
programs has resulted in a renewed effort on campus to 
end problematic behavior, with student activists groups 
(e.g. HAWKS Peer Health Educators, F-Word, and It’s 
On Us) working to showcase the efforts of Step Up! and 
other programs and initiatives to educate and promote 
prosocial behavior.

The Miami University Step Up! campaign has 
a strong core of invested students which make the 
program so successful. All Step Up! programs are 
presented by peer leaders to students. This strategy 
allows participants to see other students who are 
passionate about prosocial behavior and see that it is 
not simply an administrative goal to end problematic 
behaviors. It is the hope that with continued efforts, the 
Miami University Step Up! program will be able to touch 
every student and thus slowly change the culture around 
drinking and SIV.
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Buckeye Bystanders. The Ohio State University has created the Buckeyes Got Your Back bystander education 

program. The Buckeyes Got Your Back bystander education program hopes to educate students on how to be an 
active bystander in 90 minutes (Sexual Civility and Empowerment, n.d.). Interested students are able to request the 
bystander education program via email. The Buckeyes Got Your Back bystander education program approaches 
bystander education holistically to correct misperceptions about behavior and build efficacy in addressing 
problematic behaviors.

The Office of Residence Life at The Ohio State University effectively models appropriate collaboration. To assist 
bystander education efforts, the Office of Residence Life at The Ohio State University has partnered with Sexual 
Civility and Empowerment by training resident assistants (RAs) to facilitate the Buckeyes Got Your Back bystander 
education program within the first six weeks across the residence hall system. This collaboration on promoting 
bystander education programs serves as a model for how other campuses can work to promote effective bystander 
education programs.

Collaboration is Key
Bystander education programs may not be the focus of your Residence Life office. Residence Life offices 

around the region may be focused more on conduct, building community, and supporting students. Yet, working 
with the office or group that is promoting prosocial behavior through bystander education programs is a necessary 
role of Residence Life offices. Working together in collaboration to build efficacy around stopping problematic 
behaviors and correcting misconceptions of behaviors is a necessary action for all colleges and universities. 
Residence Life educators are key players in the campus community, and thus need to work towards ending 
problematic behaviors.

In an age of limited resources and increased awareness of problematic behaviors, collaboration across units 
and functional areas to put an end to problematic behaviors is needed. Residence Life offices can and should model 
how to collaborate with Wellness Offices to strengthen bystander education programs.
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Tell me a story about yourself, I ask stares back with a 
glare of confusion and responds: What do you want to 
know? I smile back and let out a chuckle, only to say: 
What do you think is important for me to know about 
you? They pause, attempting to figure out which part of 
themselves they wish to share with me in that moment. 
Well…
This interaction represents the initial connection I have 
with most students when I first meet them.  As a result 
of this inquiry, I have heard tales from childhood, 
memories with loved ones, and lives summarized in 
a matter of minutes.  I carry these stories with me as 
I walk through campus, seeing them as core to my 
identity as a residence life professional. The possibility 
to help guide individuals through their college years 
first drew me to student affairs, but recently, I have 
started to think critically about the role that storytelling 
plays in my role as a Graduate Resident Director.  
While most residence life professionals would argue 
that it is essential to get to know one’s students and 
their life experiences, I posit that it is crucial to my 
position as a supervisor who hopes to guide my 
resident assistants and residents to succeed beyond the 
college gates.

Defining Supervision as a Practice
In order to make the case to describe storytelling as 
a supervision technique, I find it necessary to first 
define the act of supervising.  Winston and Creamer 
(1997) described supervision as “…management 
function intended to promote the achievement of 
institutional goals and to enhance the personal and 
professional capabilities and performance of staff ” 
(p. 42). Still, literature shows that professionals in the 
field lack proper preparation to effectively supervise 
others, impacting their ability to succeed in these 
roles (Barham & Winston, 2006; Harned & Murphy, 
1998; Shupp & Arminio, 2012).  The disconnect 
between preparation and effective supervision is of 
particular importance due to the fact that supervisory 
relationships are often seen as a strong indicator of 
career satisfaction (Harned & Murphy, 1999).  In other 
words, our professionals - including those in residence 
life - may lack training in how to supervise others, 
which can negatively impact their perceived happiness 
in their role.  Thus, studies show that professionals 
benefit a continued emphasis on supervision prep, 
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especially practitioners in housing and residence life 
(Belch, Wilson, & Dunkel, 2009).  In discussing my 
emphasis on storytelling as a way to frame supervision, 
I hope residence life professionals can adopt this in a 
manner that makes sense to them and their approach.

The Origin of Storytelling as a Supervision Technique
At the beginning of the year, I served as a panelist for a 
professional staff training session on supervision.  We 
were each asked to explain our supervision style; when 
it was my turn, I described mine as synergistic with a 
strong emphasis on stories.  While most individuals 
understood the notion of synergistic supervision – a 
concept that Winston and Creamer (1997) defined as 
“…cooperative effort between the supervisor and staff 
members that allows the effect of their joint efforts to be 
greater than the sum of their individual contributions” 
– confusion arose around my attention to narrative 
storytelling.  As a qualitative researcher at heart, 
my approach to practice is inherently shaped by the 
complexities of unique lived experiences. In my practice, 
I see myself following Connelly and Clandinin’s (1990) 
philosophy when they wrote, “…people by nature lead 
storied lives and tell stories of those lives.”  Therefore, 
my curiosity was peaked when I first started questioning 
how I could 
integrate this way of thinking into a management 
function that improves the performance of staff.

My Experiences Employing Narrative Supervision in 
Residence Life
To ask for someone’s story means to welcome an 
individual for who they are – their whole self.  In 
every first one-on-one meeting I have with a student, 
I always pose the same inquiry: Tell me a story about 
yourself.  This simple question challenges the student 
to think about crucial moments that shapes how I see 
them from the onset.  I adapt this same idea and apply 
it to my continued relationships with these individuals 
throughout the year. For this reason, I have listed two 
of these experiences and thoughts below in the hopes 
that professionals can see tangible examples of how to 
employ narrative supervision strategies.

Supervision of Resident Assistants
As a person who holds both oppressed and privileged 
identities, I have done a great deal of reflection about 
how to work with individuals from similar/different 

life backgrounds, particularly in moments of cross-
cultural supervision (Gardner, 2002; Killian, 2001; 
Tummala- Narra, 2004).  Storytelling ultimately allows 
me to start this process, investigating the ways that 
people’s life journeys have led them to their work in 
residence life.  In a similar vein of importance, asking 
for their narratives allows me to draw direct connections 
between their ability to function effectively in the role.  
I have asked my RAs questions such as: What about 
your past affects the way you work in a group? Complete 
tasks? Interact with those in power?  In framing these 
questions by asking for specific life experiences, I am 
better able to utilize their stories to help them succeed.
When resident assistants do not perform and fail to meet 
job functions, I utilize storytelling as a way to have them 
reflect on the consequences of their actions.  Tell me a 
story detailing what may happen as a result of you not 
completing any programs thus far this semester. Who are 
the characters in this story? You? Your residents?  While 
some RAs meet this approach with resistance at first, 
most eventually come to enjoy the ability to creatively 
think through problems.  I stray from using repetitive 
terminologies for the fear of harping on this concept of 
storytelling too much, but I integrate literary devices 
without explicitly noting them.  These choices allow me 
to better understand what my resident assistants need in 
terms of support and how I can best offer this to them.

Conduct Follow-Ups
Aside from the direct supervision of my resident 
assistants, I also utilize this notion of storytelling in 
conversations with my students, specifically in conduct 
situation follow-ups.
Similar to the work I do with my student staff members, 
I strive to get to know as much as I can about this 
student in a thirty-minute time span in order to help 
them thrive in the community.
Not only do I request that they tell me their account of 
the situation – a story describing their perspective, I 
challenge them to think about how this action influences 
the ways that people see them in the floor/building.  This 
question allows me to instruct them on an important life 
lesson: we do not always get to control the narrative that 
people impose on us.  It is my desire that this technique 
benefits the students by asking them to consider 
multiple perspectives and the viewpoints of others.
When we reach the end of the follow-up conversation, 
I utilize storytelling to highlight the strong correlation 
between one’s decisions and intended/unintended 
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consequences.  If you choose to engage in this behavior 
again, tell me about what a conversation between you 
and me will look like if I cross you on the street in a 
year?  Students often take a good amount of time to 
think about this question in a follow-up meeting.  These 
residents then have the opportunity to see how the 
past behaviors influence their future.  Following this, I 
encourage them to weigh their behaviors in relation to 
what they want to accomplish.  How do we get you to on 
the path to the end you want to achieve?

How to Start Integrating Narratives into your Practice
 When I decided to write this article, my ultimate 
goal was to provide practitioners with tangible skills 
on how to use storytelling in their practice.  Since the 
moment I started working as a professional staff member 
within residence life, I saw a great deal of importance 
in integrating narratives into my supervision style.  For 
this reason, I have spent a large amount of time thinking 
through some helpful tips on how to be a supervisor 
using storytelling as a developmental technique. 

1. Reflect on your own story first: In order 
to work with the narratives of others, I am 
a firm believer that you must know yourself 
first.  This reflection becomes even more 
information when you consider structures 
of power, privilege, and oppression.  When 
you hold different identities than that of your 
supervisees/students, it is important for you 
to process how your lived experiences and 
position of power intersect to create your 
views on your students’ narratives.  In fact, my 
current supervisor encourages us to schedule a 
weekly hour of reflection time, which I utilize 
as an opportunity to think critically about these 
issues.
2. Consider how your supervision style 
works in conjunction with storytelling: As I 
mentioned previously, I employ the notion of 
synergistic supervision with my residents and 
RAs.  Consequently, I see a strong connection 
between individual narratives and synergistic 
supervision’s ultimate goal to produce a 
cooperative effort between staff members.  
However, narrative supervision looks very 
different with styles that are more authoritative 
or hands-off in nature.  I recommend charting 
out the central tenets of your supervision style 
and how they can overlap with storytelling.  I 

make an effort to share my own stories with 
my staff members, because I believe this move 
allows them to see my strengths and how we 
can utilize each other’s talents. 
3. Understand stories are sacred: In 
utilizing this as a developmental technique, 
I have learned that a student’s stories can be 
incredibly personal.  As a result, I often tell 
my RAs at the beginning of the year that 
I focus largely on using narratives in our 
supervisory relationship.  Connected to this 
is the acknowledgement that they do not 
have to share every individual narrative with 
me.  I recognize that their stories hold power 
and to share this with me at all times requires 
complete vulnerability.  As such, when using 
narratives in your practice, know there may be 
some chapters that you never get to read. 

Conclusion: Storytelling as Self-Care
An unintended consequence of my focus on storytelling 
has been an increased sense of self-compassion in my 
role as a Graduate Resident Director.  When situations 
occur in my residence hall, I have the ability to 
deconstruct these events from a narrative standpoint. 
Who are the characters? What actions did they engage 
in? What gaps am I missing to make this a complete 
story?  More importantly, however, I now recognize 
that every incident or 3am wake- up call is part of a 
larger experience.  A negative interaction in my hall is 
but a chapter unfinished.  Consequently, I have started 
to extend more grace to myself as an ever-developing 
practitioner in residence life.  When we start to view our 
work in housing and residence life as stories, we begin 
to see these moments as being connected to something 
bigger, which assist our staff members and ourselves in 
processing these events.  Storytelling has transformed 
into an experience that can exist outside of the confines 
of a book and that can be utilized to assist others in 
succeeding in their positions.
For those who cross this article, I hope I inspire you 
to do a few simple things: Consider your story.  Think 
about where you come from.  Articulate where you 
want to go.  Finally, start writing the next parts of your 
narrative into existence.
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